
The Art Attic 
The team have been busy this half term 
developing a new and exciting space 
upstairs. Our former store room has 
been transformed into The Art Attic. 
This quiet space will give pupils the 
space for them to explore their creativity 
and be mindful. 

We have purchased a brand new pottery 
wheel which will be put in there as soon 
as the new flooring has been put done. 

Staff have been taking lessons in 
pottery at the Barlick Arts and 
Crafts Studio so they can teach this 
therapeutic craft to pupils. We will 
be getting expert tuition from 
Martin at  Trawden Pottery as well 
when he comes into school. 
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Dangers: Edibles - Be aware of the dangers of edibles which 
look like unassuming sweets  
The latest trend in drugs are edibles. These are 
food products that usually contain cannabis but 
can contain other drugs. They usually contain a 
harmful and controlled substance under the 
Misuse of Drugs Act (1971) know as 
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). THC is the 
psychoactive compound in cannabis whilst 
cannabinol (CBD) is the non-psychoactive 
chemical compound which does not have the 
same effect. Any product containing THC is illegal 
in the UK.  

The amount of cannabis in these products 
can vary and can have other harmful 
chemicals added to them. The effects of 
consuming edibles are unpredictable and it 
can be easy to accidentally take a larger 
dose. Edibles take between 1 - 3 hours to 
have an effect as the food is absorbed into 
the bloodstream through the liver. As they 
are slower acting, it is easy to think that they 
are not  working and therefore make you 
think you need to take a larger dose.  

The packaging makes these sweets 
attractive to children who may be unaware of 
the dangers. 

We Are With You will be coming into school soon to hold an 
information session with pupils, specifically around the dangers of 
edibles, as part of their curriculum. 

We Are With You are based in Burnley and offer advice to anyone in 
Pendle or attends school in Pendle (www.wearewithyou.org.uk).
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GCSE RESULTS DAY 2021 
After a difficult year for our Year 11s, please note that 
the GCSE results will be earlier on in the summer 
holidays than it usually is. This year it will be on 
Thursday 12th August. Staff will be available from 
9.00am on the day to support pupils. 

http://you.org.uk
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